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With the further opening and reform of our country and especially our entry 
of WTO, the pace for the opening of finance has been quickening. Under such a 
social background, China is now facing a problem to balance the internal and 
external, which is embodied by the challenges from the efficiency of the 
monetary policy. Ever since the foreign exchange system reform was conducted 
in 1994, we have been conducting a single, managed and floating exchange rate 
system based on the supply and demand of the market and actually is a fixed 
USD exchange rate system. The system has to some extent hindered the 
improvement of the effectiveness of our monetary policy. The dissertation aims 
at exploring a balanced way from the angle of monetary policy effectiveness and 
foreign exchange system relativity, which for one hand put forward a guide for 
the future exchange rate system reform and for the other hand corresponding 
advice on the reform of strengthening the effectiveness our monetary policy. 
The whole dissertation consists of two parts, of which the first one is the 
preface and the second one body part including four chapters. 
Chapter one is the basic theoretical part, which starts with basic theory of 
monetary policy, elaborates the international problem on the internal and 
external balance and the challenges from the effectiveness of monetary policy 
under the background of an opening world. The chapter also introduces relative 
theories about exchange rate system and monetary policy effectiveness. 
Chapter Two is the analysis of the relationship between our national 
exchange rate system and monetary policy. The conclusion is the reinforcement 
of currency supply has restricted the performance of the efficiency of the 
policies under the exchange rate system, which has been more obvious since 
1998. 
Chapter Three is about the options faced by our exchange rate system. 
Through the analysis of present problem of the Chinese exchange rate system, 
more flexible exchange rate system should be adopted in the further opening of 














Chapter Four is about how to improve the effectiveness of our national 
monetary policy. Monetary policy system includes ultimate goal, intermediary 
goal, currency policies means, transmission mechanism and the improvement of 
currency policy effectiveness is a whole project. The chapter analyzes how to 
improve the efficiency of currency policies from the angle of choosing 
intermediary goal. From the historical and present facts about the intermediary 
goal options of our currency policies, the conclusion reached is that we should 
quit the goal of currency supply volume and focus on inflation and construct a 
monetary policy frame under a inflation goal. 
The highlights of the dissertation: 1.Under the background of opening 
society, the present exchange rate system makes the effectiveness of our 
monetary policy decrease. 2. Our exchange system reform can only be aimed at 
a more flexible one for the present. 3. Testified that the volume of currency 
supply and interest rate can not be our intermediary goals in our monetary policy. 
A inflation goal is the best option for the present. 
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1978 年《美国就业法》规定失业率不超过 4%即为充分就业。 
























































                                                 






























凯恩斯学派的结构模型可以使人们更清楚地了解到 M 与 Y 的关系，了
解到经济是如何运行的；货币学派的简化模式不强调或不限制货币政策通






数已纳入佛朗哥-莫迪格利亚尼的 MPS 模型中。MPS 模型可归为两类：一
类通过投资支出作用；一类通过消费者支出起作用。 
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